
Swamp Wins: Senate Approves $1.2 Trillion
Spending Bill, Narrowly Averting Gov’t
Shutdown
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Representative Warren Davidson said, “It’s a sad, disappointing day. Republicans
promised to spend less and secure the border. This bill does neither.” The national debt
recently skyrocketed to over $34.578 trillion.
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The FBI targets its political opposition that includes Trump supporters, Republicans,
legal gun owners, parents, conservatives and patriots, Catholics, pro-life supporters,
and FBI whistleblowers. Rep. Matt Gaetz said that the FBI had been politically
weaponized and deserved to operate out of a “rat-infested” building.
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McCarthy accidentally  exposed his intentions during a poll assessing the potential of
Mike Johnson as House Speaker. Everyone was eager to take this poll to gauge the room’s
mood, except for McCarthy, who was trying to regain his position as Speaker of the House
as a write-in candidate.
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Critics say the worst part of the “Fiscal Responsibility Act” is the funding for nearly
87,000 new IRS agents hired by the Biden regime that will target working-class Americans
and conservative groups. The so-called “Inflation Reduction Act” previously gave $79.6
billion to the IRS over the next 10 years.
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Republicans voted unanimously to put Democrat Ilhan Omar on the Committee on Foreign
Affairs for the purpose of passing a resolution the very next day to boot her off of the
Committee in an act of political theater.
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Twenty conservative hold-outs allowed Kevin McCarthy to become Speaker of the House
after he conceeeded to their demands. Unfortunately, the conservatives failed to address
election fraud and demand reforms.
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The Senate passed the massive $1.7 trillion omnibus spending bill that will cause
inflation to surge. The bill fails to protect the US border that is currently being
overrun. The bill allots $575 million toward family planning, abortion and termination
of American pregnancies. It will award $45 billion to Ukraine.
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Senator Rand Paul explained that they will pass an enormous 3000-page $1.7 trillion
omnibus bill because they fear a government shut-down. Instead, they could utilize the
PAGO resolution (pay as you go) that prevents new spending without offsetting it.
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The race was called for Trump-backed candidate Kevin Kiley after the GOP secured
victories in five key House districts in California and Arizona. With the majority in
their control, Republicans will have control over the various House committees, which
play an essential role in investigations.
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Mandate
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According to National Academy for State Health Policy, at least 20 states have banned
the COVID vaccines from being included in school mandates as of October 3, 2022.
Following Ron DeSantis, other Republican governors are also rejecting COVID vaccine
mandates for students.
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Biden attacked Trump and his supporters ahead of the mid-term elections instead of
focusing on his own unpopular Democrat polices that have led to massive inflation,
increased crime, open borders, increased fentanyl drug deaths, indoctrination of
children in schools, provoking war with Russia and China and more.
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Tucker Carlson said that when leaders stop representing voters, it destabilizes society
and it becomes revolutionary, which is the reason why Washington DC is trying to disarm
the public.


